Nuclear pore complexes (NPCs) mediate the macromolecular exchange between the nucleoplasm and cytoplasm[@b1][@b2]. These supramolecular assemblies, 60--125 MDa in molecular weight[@b3][@b4], constitute the sole gateway through the nuclear envelope (NE). They permit passive diffusion[@b5] of ions and small molecules with a radius of ≲2.6 nm, while large cargos are actively transported by a signal-mediated mechanism using specific receptors[@b6]. Driven by the RanGTP/GDP cycle[@b7], cargo--receptor complexes of up to ∼39 nm can pass the permeability barrier[@b8]. Electron microscopy studies[@b9][@b10][@b11][@b12][@b13][@b14] revealed the three ring moieties of the NPC scaffold: the nucleoplasmic ring (NPR), the cytoplasmic ring (CPR) and the spoke ring (SR). The SR is sandwiched between the NPR and the CPR and harbours the central channel. Along the nucleocytoplasmic axis of transport the complex possesses an eightfold rotational symmetry[@b9].

At the molecular level, NPCs are composed of about 30 different proteins[@b4] termed nucleoporins (Nups). Some Nups assemble together into stable complexes. Nup107 is one such complex and it comprises of 10 Nups (Nups 160, 133, 107, 96, 85, 43 and 37, Seh1, Sec13 and ELYS) in *Homo sapiens* and most metazoans, and it forms a ∼45 nm extended Y-shaped structure[@b15]. Individual Y-shaped complexes interact in a head-to-tail fashion to form ring-like octameric entities[@b13][@b16][@b17], that are integral part of the scaffold[@b14]. This complex plays a pivotal role in NPC assembly and its absence results in pore-free nuclei with a continuous NE, as shown in studies of depleted *Xenopus laevis* egg extracts[@b18][@b19].

Furthermore, Nups have characteristic protein domains[@b1][@b2]. The α-solenoid/β-propeller containing Nups, for example, are mostly scaffold elements, the transmembrane Nups anchor the NPCs to the NEs, while phenylalanine--glycine (FG) repeat containing Nups interact with cargo--receptor complexes[@b7] and constitute the permeability barrier of the central channel[@b20].

Acquiring high-resolution structural data on the conformation and gating properties of FG Nups within the confined and crowded central channel is crucial for a deeper understanding of nuclear transport. Since FG repeats are natively unfolded[@b21], it is challenging to reveal their detailed architecture. By employing an improved structural analysis of the *X. laevis* NPC in different states of transport, we show that these structures assemble to form a molecular gate at the central channel of the NPC.

Results
=======

Highly resolved structure of the native *X. laevis* NPC
-------------------------------------------------------

To analyse the structure of the frog NPC, we spread NEs from *X. laevis* oocytes ([Supplementary Fig. 1a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) directly onto electron microscopy grids and imaged them by cryo-electron tomography[@b12][@b22]. Out of 64 tomograms, we selected 2,287 subtomograms containing NPCs with evenly distributed orientations. Typical side-views are shown in [Supplementary Fig. 1b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We assume that the native NPC structure is well-preserved due to minimal and quick sample preparation and vitrification[@b23]. Subsequently, subtomograms were subjected to alignment and averaging[@b24]. The final structure provides an unprecedented view of the native NPC architecture, without any chemical fixation, with up to 20 Å resolution in the most stable regions ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Movie 1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The *X. laevis* NPC is ∼71 nm in height. At the interface between the complex and the NE, the NE spans a luminal space with a height of ∼35 nm and harbours eight luminal densities[@b12] that are situated at a diameter of ∼126 nm, encompassing the NPC. The pore itself, formed by the NE, has an inner diameter of ∼90 nm and is filled by a stacked assembly of the three canonical ring moieties (CPR, SR and NPR), as previously described[@b12]. Although the overall architecture and dimensions of the frog NPC resemble the human NPC[@b14], there are major structural differences, mainly in the NPR and central channel.

A comparison between the electron densities of the CPR ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and the NPR ([Fig. 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) indicates that latter moiety shares only a minor similarity with the CPR. The structure of the CPR appears compact and confined but in contrast to the human NPC structure[@b14], the NPR emerges as an entangled filamentous network. This suggests that the C2 symmetry, which was reported for human and yeast NPCs[@b14][@b20][@b25], breaks at higher resolution. Consequently, applying C2 symmetrization is not justified here.

The architecture of the central channel
---------------------------------------

In [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, the central nucleocytoplasmic section (cut in *x--z*-direction, 25 nm thick) through the native NPC structure is displayed. Strikingly, a massive density occupies the central channel ([Fig. 1c,A](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). It exhibits an ordered structure and forms a ring-like assembly. This central channel ring (CCR) is attached to the SR by a porous interface (the SR-CCR interface; [Fig. 1c,B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), located at a distance of ∼23 nm from the channel centre.

In previous lower resolution NPC structures, the central channel was either masked out[@b12][@b13] or, if analysed, shows electron-dense agglomerations around the nucleocytoplasmic axis (*z*-axis) that are connected with the scaffold by weak electron densities[@b10][@b11]. Indeed, during the initial subtomogram averaging stages, we reproduced these findings and can now assign, at higher resolution, parts of these structures to the CCR ([Supplementary Fig. 2a,b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

If cargo complexes always occupy the same regions within the NPC, it would be possible to identify these locations at low resolution, because even though cargo complexes vary in size and shape, in the average, they contribute to common densities. Therefore, the three electron-dense agglomerations that we observe, concentrated at the nucleo- and cytoplasmic entrances and in the centre of the CCR, are presumably caused by a combination of cargo complexes and Nups occupying these locations during nuclear transport, as described before[@b10][@b11][@b26] ([Supplementary Fig. 2a,b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, to improve the overall resolution of our final map, we excluded any densities located at a diameter \<17 nm around the nucleocytoplasmic axis (see Methods).

The NPR protrudes as an entangled hook-like structure ([Fig. 1c,C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), which extends inwards and continues along the CCR. Another connection emanates from the basis of the NPR and extends towards the SR ([Fig. 1c,D](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). At the cytoplasmic side, an elongated density bridges the CPR with the SR ([Fig. 1c,E](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the CPR forms a protrusion ([Fig. 1c,F](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) that was shown to originate from the Nup214/Nup88 complexes[@b14][@b27] ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Assuming that cargo--receptor complexes interact with the NPC[@b7], we suggest two routes for nuclear transport. The first route is the central route, which proceeds along the inner surfaces of the hook-like structure and the CCR, and subsequently pervades the central pore ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, solid curve, [Supplementary Fig. 4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, orange tubes). Or alternatively, the second route advances through the NPR meshwork ([Supplementary Fig. 4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, purple tubes), continues towards the SR, crosses the SR-CCR interface and finally passes the Nup214/Nup88 region ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, dashed curve). Both routes are compatible with the Forest model of NPC architecture[@b28].

Docking of the Y-shaped complex into the density map
----------------------------------------------------

To learn more about the scaffold of the NPC, we investigated the position and orientation of the Nup107 complex within the CPR. We used the human Y-shaped complex structure[@b14] ([Supplementary Fig. 5a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) as a model and performed a cross-correlation based search, beginning with 100,000 random starting positions within the asymmetric unit of the CPR. The obtained docking solutions were ordered by their cross-correlation coefficients (redundant fitting results were excluded).

[Supplementary Fig. 6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} summarizes the eight highest ranked docking results. In models 3--8, the long arm of the Y-shaped complex clashes with the Nup214/Nup88 region or the stem base and/or stem tip proceeds outside of the electron density of the CPR ([Supplementary Fig. 6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, arrows). Because of that, only the two highest ranked solutions are likely. These particular coordinates correspond to the inner and outer positions of the Nup107 complex that were previously described for the human NPC[@b14] ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

Since the radial positions of the N- and/or C-terminal ends of most Nup107 complex members within the NPC are known with high precision from super-resolution microscopy[@b17], we used these measurements as an additional restraint for docking. Therefore, we identified the positions of the N-terminal ends of Nup160, Nup107, Nup85, Nup37 and Seh1, as well as the C-terminal end of Nup160 within the Y-shaped complex ([Supplementary Fig. 5b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and measured their distances to the radial positions obtained by super-resolution microscopy as a function of docking.

Interestingly, for the highest ranked fit, this analysis yields a mean distance of no more than 4.5 nm±0.6 nm (s.d.) and a maximum distance of ∼5.5 nm for the N terminus of Nup160, in agreement with the linkage error of nanobodies[@b17][@b29]. However, the lower ranked docking solutions are showing significantly increased deviations compared with the super-resolution microscopy measurements ([Supplementary Fig. 6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, for the second ranked fit the mean distance is increased to 9.5 nm±1.3 nm and the maximum distance to ∼11.2 nm for the N terminus of Nup85.

Zooming onto the electron densities that were fitted best by the inner and outer position of the Nup107 complex reveals interesting insights into structural changes within the CPR scaffold. First, the two short arms of the Y-shaped complex appear overall similar. Both are showing the characteristic low-resolution feature of a β-propeller (donut-shaped structure) in close proximity to the expected position of Seh1 ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, white arrowheads). However, the two long arms exhibit substantial differences. Nearby to the expected position of Nup37, a β-propeller-like structure emerges in the long arm of the inner Y-shaped complex ([Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, black arrowhead), whereas this feature is missing in the long arm of the outer Y-shaped complex. Looking from the side towards the two long arm densities emphasizes their differences ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Here a β-propeller-like structure is observed close to the expected position of the Nup160 β-propeller domain in the inner long arm ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, black arrowhead). Again, this feature is missing in the outer counterpart; however, there, another β-propeller-like structure is shifted towards the top of the CPR ([Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, white arrowhead).

In [Fig. 2c,d](#f2){ref-type="fig"} the CPR is oriented and sectioned in a way that it allows a direct view of both of the putative Y-shaped complex electron densities. The suggested positions of Seh1 are labelled ([Fig. 2c,d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, white arrowheads). The proposed position of Nup37 within the inner Y-shaped complex is marked ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, black arrowhead). As seen before from a different perspective, this feature is not present in the outer Y-shaped complex ([Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). However, in close proximity to the expected position of Nup43, a β-propeller-like structure is observed in the outer Y-shaped complex ([Fig. 2d](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, black arrowhead), which cannot be detected in the inner Y-shaped complex ([Fig. 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

Given the distinct structural differences between the CPR and the NPR observed here, we were not able to dock the Y-shaped complex into the NPR in any consistent manner.

Structural changes induced by transcription inhibition
------------------------------------------------------

Next, we enhanced the influence of non-transporting states in an averaged structure of the NPC by decreasing the amount of possible transport events. We treated *X. laevis* oocytes with Actinomycin D (ActD), which efficiently inhibits RNA transcription ([Supplementary Fig. 7](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and therefore RNA export. Moreover, the amount of nuclear proteins, for example, lamin LIII, as well as many others, is reduced ([Supplementary Fig. 8](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This implies that the mass flux through the NPCs, in both directions, is decreased in ActD-treated *X. laevis* oocytes. From here on, we will refer to NPCs obtained from those samples as ActD-NPCs.

We then performed cryo-electron tomography on NEs purified from *X. laevis* oocytes that were treated with ActD. Out of 71 tomograms, 1,788 NPC containing subtomograms were extracted and subjected to the same processing steps as for the native NPC to obtain an ActD-NPC structure. The nucleocytoplasmic sections of both maps are shown side by side in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.

To verify that ActD-NPCs are transport competent, we microinjected lamin B1 encoded mRNA into the cytoplasm and confirmed that efficient nuclear import was conducted ([Supplementary Fig. 9a](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, blocking RNA transcription may influence the composition of the permeability barrier of ActD-NPCs. Therefore, we performed a western blot analysis of FG repeat containing Nups ([Supplementary Fig. 9b](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This experiment shows that all examined FG repeat containing Nups are present in ActD-NPCs. Although similar amounts of Nup62, a FG Nup located in the central channel[@b1][@b2], were detected, the levels of the others may have slightly changed. As a consequence, at the putative position of Nup358 (ref. [@b14]) ([Supplementary Fig. 10](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) as well as in the Nup214 region ([Fig. 3a,b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, white arrowheads) structural changes emerge in the ActD-NPC as compared with the native NPC. However, given the fact that the ActD-NPCs are transport competent and the canonical scaffold moieties are captured as well as the CCR in both NPC structures ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), we assume that the largest proportion of changes in the ActD-NPC is related to its reduced transport activity.

In a subtomogram average, nonvariable features are emphasized, whereas variable features smear out or even vanish from the map[@b10]. Since the degree of structural variability in a certain region is coupled to the attainable resolution, a three-dimensional resolution map allows the interpretation of local resolution depression as increased structural variability[@b30]. We employed a spatially discretized resolution measurement for both structures ([Supplementary Fig. 11](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), represented by surface colouring in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. In both maps, the CPR, SR and NPR were resolved in the range of 20--30 Å. However, the CCR was only resolved to ∼40 Å. This shows that the moieties in the central channel allow for higher structural variability in comparison to the canonical ring moieties of the scaffold. Utilizing that both NPC averages were processed independently[@b31], we verified our resolution measurement by cross-resolution between the two maps ([Supplementary Figs 11 and 12](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Structural differences in the NPR and central channel
-----------------------------------------------------

The most obvious structural differences between the two maps are located in the NPR ([Supplementary Movie 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The extended linker structures at the nucleoplasmic side of the native NPC ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, dashed ellipse) transform into an extended filamentous network in the ActD-NPC ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, dashed ellipse). Therefore, we suggest that the reduced mass flux through the ActD-NPC amplifies the formation of filamentous structures at the NPR.

In the native NPC, the region with the highest structural variability is at the nucleoplasmic entrance to the CCR ([Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, black arrowhead). In the ActD-NPC, an increase of filamentous entities, with comparatively high structural variability, can be detected within the CCR ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, black arrowheads). Therefore, we propose that the reduced mass flux through the ActD-NPC amplifies the formation of filamentous structures within the CCR with relatively flexible conformation.

In [Fig. 4a,b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the central *x--y*-sections (10-nm thick) through the native NPC and the ActD-NPC are displayed, respectively. Channels of ∼2--6 nm in diameter permeate the sections, in agreement with previous measurements[@b5]. Alongside the SR-CCR interface, the native NPC structure exhibits 16 equally spaced channels ([Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, orange dots). Each SR-CCR interface consists of two filaments ([Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, arrows) connecting the CCR to the SR. In the ActD-NPC, these filaments interact ([Fig. 4d](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), leaving only eight channels open ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, orange dots).

Furthermore, the reduced transport activity through the ActD-NPC induces a structural reorganization of the CCR ([Supplementary Movie 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In particular, its structure exhibits an outer and inner pore ring, where the outer ring possesses an inner diameter of ∼37 nm ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). This value is in good agreement with the maximum diameter of transport cargo[@b8]. Therefore, we propose that the outer pore ring defines the actual central pore. This would imply that the inner pore ring ([Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, purple structure) is a part of a structured barrier that seals the central pore.

Discussion
==========

An improved structure of the NPC is essential for enhancing our understanding of the architecture and function of this giant macromolecular complex. In this work, we present the canonical scaffold moieties of the NPC at molecular resolution[@b32], and propose a model for the architecture of the gate at the central channel.

Docking of the Nup107 complex into the CPR confirmed the results obtained for the human NPC[@b14]. Two Y-shaped complexes reside in one asymmetric unit of the CPR in an inner and outer position. We were able to investigate the two Y-shaped complex structures in greater detail and showed that their conformation[@b33] and composition varies substantially *in vivo* ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). These differences may explain why only the inner Nup107 complex can be assigned to super-resolution microscopy measurements[@b17] with minimal discrepancy (4.5±0.6 nm).

One obvious difference between the human NPC and the frog NPC emerges in the structure of the NPR. Here this part appears as an entangled filamentous network and shows only minor similarity to the CPR ([Fig. 1a,b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we cannot confirm that there are two Y-shaped complexes in one asymmetric unit of the NPR[@b14]. From an evolutionary perspective, this difference appears unlikely. Rather, we suggest that the pseudo C2 symmetry of the NPC breaks at higher resolution. As shown in [Supplementary Fig. 13](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, with increasing resolution the differences between the two Y-shaped complex structures in the CPR become more and more apparent and the NPR disintegrates into a filamentous structure. Considering that the structure of the NPR is very sensitive to a reduction of transport events, we propose that this part particularly is a component of the permeability barrier rather than a pure scaffold unit.

Another prominent difference of our *X. laevis* NPC compared with previous studies is the structure inside the central channel ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Under the assumption that FG Nups fill the central channel[@b1][@b2][@b20], the fact that we see the CCR proves immediately that these FG Nups exhibit a certain degree of structural order, otherwise they would be averaged out and not present in the map. At a first glance, this might seem counterintuitive, because FG Nups were suggested to form intrinsically disordered structures[@b21]. However, in a crowded environment Nups in the central channel may interact with each other[@b34] and form assemblies (for example, hydrogels), which can be imaged by electron microscopy[@b35][@b36]. Therefore, we suggest that the CCR is formed by a cohesive meshwork of FG domains[@b34], which allow the passage of cargo--receptor complexes, as shown in the framework of the selective phase model[@b37]. According to the height of the CCR (∼26 nm) and the diameter of the central pore (∼37 nm), the selective phase could occupy a cylindrical volume of ∼28,000 nm^3^.

On the other hand, the reason we see the CCR is also based on an improvement of the applied subtomogram averaging strategies. For example, in the previous *X. laevis* NPC structure[@b12] and in the first human NPC structure[@b13] the central channel was simply masked out to reach a decent resolution of the scaffold moieties. With improved averaging methods, a comparable density was found in the central channel of the latest human NPC structure[@b14]. However, it appears only at lower thresholds, occupies merely ∼25% of the volume of the CCR and is not connected with the SR.

Here we were able to reduce the central channel mask to a diameter of \<17 nm. Indeed, the question of how far the CCR protrudes into this still uncharted area cannot be answered based on our maps. However, our map shows that progress in the structural analysis of the NPC is not only a matter of resolution, it is also a matter of completeness ([Supplementary Fig. 13](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, third row). At lower resolution, without employing protomer or even subprotomer averaging techniques (see Methods), it is relatively straightforward to avoid masking of the central channel. Structures inside the central channel were seen, for example, in an early *X. laevis* NPC structure[@b9] and in the *Dictyostelium discoideum* NPC structures[@b10][@b11]. We reproduced these findings and can now assign, at higher resolution and minimal masking, large parts of these structures to the CCR ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, it seems very likely that the CCR concentrates larger cargo complexes at three regions around the nucleocytoplasmic axis, namely at the nucleoplasmic and cytoplasmic entrances of the CCR and in its centre. This tripartite structure of the central channel was also found in the *D. discoideum* NPC structures[@b10][@b11].

Studying the structural response of the NPC to a reduction of transport events showed that both the NPR and CCR reacted by protruding filamentous structures. However, they differ with respect to their structural variability. Both states of the NPR are relatively rigid and were resolved in large parts to molecular resolution ([Fig. 3a,b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, dashed ellipses), whereas flexibility of the CCR seems to be increased ([Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, black arrowheads).

To gain additional insight on the gate architecture, we studied NPCs after ActD treatment. Considering that the native NPC and the ActD-NPC share the same overall structure and both are transport competent, it is plausible that the substantial structural changes at the NPR and CCR are due to different transport activity, although minor changes were detected in the FG Nups quantities. Furthermore, since the densities of transport complexes are diluted during higher resolution averaging due to their heterogeneity the structure elements in the final maps can be reliably assigned to NPC components.

We suggest that the changes detected at the NPR resemble the physical properties of FG Nups such as Nup153, which adopts a compact conformation when bound to a transport receptor and a polymer brush-like conformation in its unbound state[@b38]. Thus, we suggest that the NPR functions as a repulsive entropic barrier at the nucleoplasmic NPC entrance[@b34].

In summary, we resolved the structure of the NPC in two distinct states with unprecedented resolution and completeness. While some details of the overall architecture and gating mechanism cannot be resolved with certainty and thus remain speculative, a model of NPC architecture and gating that is compatible with our observations is presented in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. In the future, a further improvement of subtomogram averaging techniques in combination with state-of-the-art imaging technologies (for example, direct electron detection) will help to further refine our understanding of the structure of the NPC.

Methods
=======

Sample preparation
------------------

*X. laevis* stage VI oocytes were sorted and the follicular layer was removed manually. Subsequently, the oocytes were stored at 18 °C for no longer than 2 days in modified Barth\'s saline (10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5, 88 mM NaCl, 1 mM KCl, 0.82 mM MgSO~4~, 0.33 mM Ca(NO~3~)~2~ and 0.41 mM CaCl~2~). Nuclei were manually isolated[@b39] and washed in low salt buffer (1 mM KCl and 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.5), prior to spreading onto freshly glow-discharged holey carbon EM grids (R2/1, 200 mesh; Quantifoil, Jena, Germany). Next, 15 nm colloidal gold clusters were applied to the native NE samples before vitrification by rapid plunge freezing in liquid ethane[@b23]. Furthermore, ActD-treated samples were prepared as described above, although oocytes were incubated for 18 h at 18 °C in modified Barth\'s saline buffer containing 100 μg ml^−1^ of ActD (Sigma Aldrich, A1410). In addition, low salt buffer containing 7.5 μg ml^−1^ of ActD was used.

The effect of ActD on transcription was verified by western blot analysis. Oocytes were treated with 100 μg ml^−1^ of ActD for 3 h. Next, pEGFP-C1 plasmid containing the human lamin B1 coding sequence was injected into the oocyte nucleus[@b40] (15 nl of 10 mg ml^−1^ of Blue Dextran (Sigma Aldrich, D4772-1vl) and 50 ng μl^−1^ plasmid). As a control, the plasmid was injected without any ActD incubation. Thereafter, the oocytes were incubated at 18 °C for 15 h.

For mRNA microinjection, human lamin B1 mRNA was *in vitro* transcribed (AmpliCap-Max T7 High Yield Message Maker Kit; Cellscript C-ACM04037) and purified (RNeasy MiniKit for purification; Qiagen 74104) according to the manufacturer\'s protocol. The mRNA microinjection was performed after 12 h of ActD treatment (100 μg ml^−1^) and incubated for additional 6 h at 18 °C. Three to six nuclei per condition were extracted and dissolved in pre-heated (95 °C) Laemmli sample buffer (10% glycerol, 3% SDS, 62.5 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM DTT and 0.05% bromphenol blue).

Next, samples (---three to six nuclei per lane) were loaded onto 10% or 4--12% gradient gels for SDS--PAGE, followed by western blot analysis on polyvinylidene fluoride membranes using anti-lamin B1 antibody (clone M-20, Santa Cruz, \#sc-6,217), mab414 (Abcam; ab24609), anti-Lamin LII antibody (clone X223, Santa Cruz, \#sc-56,147) and anti-β-actin antibody (Sigma, A5441) as a control.

Cryo-electron tomography
------------------------

The data was acquired using Tecnai Polara (FEI, Hillsboro, USA) and FEI Titan Krios transmission electron microscopes equipped with GIF Quantum energy filters and 4 × 4 k UltraScan CCD cameras (Gatan, Pleasanton, USA). Both microscopes were operated at 300 keV in zero-loss mode. Tilt series were recorded using the FEI Xplore3D software. The nominal underfocus was set to −6 μm. The projection images covered an angular range between −60° and 60° with a 3° increment. The cumulative electron dose was kept at 20--60 e^−^ Å^-2^. Tilt series of native NE samples were recorded with a pixel size of 3.3 Å at the specimen level, whereas tilt series of ActD-treated NE samples were recorded with a pixel size of 2.5 Å at the specimen level.

Contrast transfer function (CTF) correction
-------------------------------------------

The mean defocus was determined by strip-based periodogram averaging for each tilt series[@b41]. Based on the mean defocus, tilt angle and tilt axis orientation, the defocus gradient for each projection image was calculated. Finally, each projection image was CTF-corrected by phase-flipping according to its defocus gradient[@b42]. Procedures for CTF correction were implemented in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, USA).

Particle picking and reconstruction
-----------------------------------

Out of 64 native NE tomograms, 2,287 NPC containing subtomograms were selected manually. Similarly, out of 71 ActD-treated NE tomograms, 1,788 NPC containing subtomograms were selected. The individual NPCs were reconstructed into volumes of 512 × 512 × 512 voxels (native NPCs) or 640 × 640 × 640 voxels (ActD-NPCs). Tilt series alignment and tomographic reconstructions by means of weighted backprojection were carried out with the TOM toolbox software package[@b43]. Interactive procedures for particle picking were implemented in MATLAB.

Subtomogram alignment and averaging
-----------------------------------

As a first step, native NPC and ActD-NPC particles were aligned to a geometrical template, which was constructed from eight spheres (diameter 40 nm) placed on a circle (diameter 90 nm). These initial global alignments, parameterized by three Euler angles (*ϕ*, *θ*, *ψ*) and three translations in *x*-, *y*- and *z-*direction, were verified by approximations of the NPC orientation. These were obtained by fitting the NEs to oblate spheroids and using their normal vector orientations at the respective NPC positions as an estimate for *ϕ* and *θ*. In case of a mismatch (\>20°), particles were excluded from further processing.

Subsequently, global alignments were utilized to locate and extract the asymmetric NPC protomers[@b11]. Here native NPC and ActD-NPC protomer particles were prepared in the same manner. Next, the alignment of the protomers was refined. Therefore, the angular search range was confined to *ϕ*±30°, *θ*±12°, *ψ*±30°. Protomer particles that were assigned to angles at the limits of the search range were excluded from further processing.

In the next step, superfluous top-view protomers were excluded to fine-tune the angular sampling of the averages, and the ActD-NPC protomer average was registered to the native NPC protomer average. Henceforth, modulation transfer function correction was integrated in the alignment procedures[@b24]. In a refinement step at the protomer level the angular search range was limited to *ϕ*±4°, *θ*±4°, *ψ*±4°.

Subsequently, the asymmetric NPC unit was subdivided into three subprotomers[@b14]. These subprotomers had a volume of 80 × 80 × 80 voxels at a binning factor of 1 and contained the CPR, the NPR, the SR together with the CCR and overlapping regions. For refinement of the subprotomer alignment, the angular search range was reduced to *ϕ*±2°, *θ*±2°, *ψ*±2°. Furthermore, masks were applied to eliminate the influence of the NE and its lumen. We found that increasing subprotomer volumes negatively affected the attainable resolution. Thus, we excluded densities located at diameters \<17 nm during the final refinement step.

The final subprotomer averages were calculated from 5,478 native NPC subprotomers and 3,409 ActD-NPC subprotomers. These particles passed all particle selection steps. Please note that each subtomogram alignment step was finished by adding the new transformations to the previous transformations[@b24]. Thus, the calculation of an average from the raw NPC particles involves only one trilinear interpolation. Subprotomer averages were arranged to eightfold symmetric models[@b11] of the CPR, the NPR and the SR plus the CCR, including a manual segmentation along the overlapping regions. These models were assembled into the final density maps (voxel size of 6.6 Å), namely the structure of the native NPC and the structure of the ActD-NPC. According to the highest local resolution values, the final maps were filtered to a resolution of 20 Å.

Iterative missing wedge-weighted subtomogram alignment and averaging[@b44] was performed with the TOM toolbox (tom_corr3d). NE fitting, protomer extraction, protomer subdivision and model building were implemented with MATLAB. Protomer registration and structure visualization were carried out with UCSF Chimera[@b45]. Segmentations were realized with AMIRA (FEI Visualization Sciences Group, Bordeaux, France).

Docking
-------

The human Nup107 complex structure (EMD-2443)[@b14] was fitted into the CPR by using the global search option of the UCSF Chimera command Fit in map, starting from 100,000 random initial placements within the asymmetric unit of the CPR. In addition, the following crystal structures were fitted into the human Y-shaped complex structure with the UCSF Chimera command Fit in map: PDB-4FHN[@b46], PDB-3JRO[@b47], PDB-3EWE[@b48] and PDB-4I79. Subsequently, the N-terminal ends of Nup160, Nup107, Nup85, Nup37 and Seh1, as well as the C-terminal end of Nup160 were located, marked and transformed according to the found docking solutions with UCSF Chimera. Finally, the distance between the transformed N-terminal/C-terminal positions and their radial positions, obtained by super-resolution microscopy measurements[@b17], were evaluated.

Local resolution measurement
----------------------------

Resolution measurement was spatially discretized. Therefore, the final subprotomer averages were dissected along a regularly spaced grid in subparts, with a grid spacing of 4 × 4 × 4 voxels and a subpart volume of 20 × 20 × 20 voxels. Then, resolution was measured in the subpart volumes, entered into the grid and values in between were extrapolated. In this way, local resolution maps were obtained for the subprotomers, which were subsequently assembled into local resolution maps for the whole NPC. Prior to the local resolution measurement, a spherical mask with softened borders was applied to the subpart volumes. In particular, this mask was controlled to exclude an artificial contribution to the measured resolution[@b24].

Here local resolution was measured with two different techniques. First, which was based on conventional Fourier shell correlation[@b30], and second that was based on cross-resolution between the two structures, thereby taking advantage of the fact that the native NPC and ActD-NPC subprotomer averages were aligned and averaged independently[@b31]. In the first case, the 0.5 threshold criterion[@b49] was applied, and in the second case the 0.14 threshold criterion[@b31]. Procedures for local resolution measurement were implemented with MATLAB based on the TOM toolbox.

Additional information
======================

**Accession codes:** The final subtomogram averages are deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank under the following entries: EMD-3005, EMD-3006, EMD-3007, EMD-3008, EMD-3009, EMD-3010, EMD-3011, and EMD-3012.

**How to cite this article:** Eibauer, M. *et al.* Structure and gating of the nuclear pore complex. *Nat. Commun.* 6:7532 doi: 10.1038/ncomms8532 (2015).
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![The structure of the native *X. laevis* NPC.\
(**a**,**b**) Surface-rendered grazing views of the NPC. The NE is depicted in grey, the luminal densities in yellow[@b12], and the SR in blue. (**a**) Upper side of the CPR is shown in golden colour. (**b**) Top of the NPR is shown in green colour. (**c**) View of the central nucleocytoplasmic section (25-nm thick) through the NPC structure; CCR (A) and SR-CCR interface (B). Extended linker structures protrude from the NPR (C and D), as well as from the CPR (E). The putative position of the Nup214/Nup88 complexes[@b14][@b27] is denoted by F. Suggested nuclear transport routes passing through NPC barrier, illustrated as solid and dashed curves. The axes show the dimensions of the NPC in the *x*- and *y*-direction.](ncomms8532-f1){#f1}

![Docking of the Y-shaped complex.\
The two highest ranked docking solutions of the Y-shaped complex into the CPR electron density (in golden colour) are shown in transparent light blue for the inner position and transparent light green for the outer position. The NE is omitted for clarity, membrane connections are indicated with grey arrowheads. (**a**) Surface-rendered grazing view of the CPR. The putative positions of Seh1 in the inner and outer short arms are marked by white arrowheads. The suggested position of Nup37 in the inner long arm is indicated by a black arrowhead. (**b**) Side view of the CPR asymmetric unit. The proposed position of the Nup160 β-propeller domain in the inner long arm is labelled by a black arrowhead. In addition, a β-propeller-like structure is indicated in the outer long arm by a white arrowhead. (**c**) The CPR is oriented and sectioned such that it shows the electron densities of the inner Y-shaped complex from the top. The assumed positions of Seh1 and Nup37 are marked by white and black arrowheads, respectively. (**d**) The same for the outer Y-shaped complex. The assumed positions of Seh1 and Nup43 are marked by white and black arrowheads, respectively. Scale bar, 5 nm.](ncomms8532-f2){#f2}

![Structural differences in the nucleocytoplasmic section.\
(**a**) View of the central nucleocytoplasmic section through the native NPC. (**b**) View of the central nucleocytoplasmic section through the ActD-NPC. Both sections are 25-nm thick. The putative Nup214 region is indicated by white arrowheads. The local resolution of the structures is visualized by surface colouring. Resolution values are given by the colour key. The dashed ellipses indicate major structural changes in the NPR. Regions in the CCR with comparatively high structural flexibility are indicated by black arrowheads.](ncomms8532-f3){#f3}

![Structural differences in the central channel.\
(**a**) The central *x--y*-section (10-nm thick) through the native NPC shows the organization of the central channel; the SR and CCR are depicted in blue, the NE in grey and the luminal densities in yellow. Channels marked by orange dots (2 nm in diameter) pass through the SR-CCR interfaces at a radius of ∼23 nm with respect to the centre of the channel (suggested transport route, [Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, dashed line). (**b**) Due to reduced transport activity, the corresponding view of the ActD-NPC exhibits an intact outer pore ring with a diameter of ∼37 nm. In addition, the inner pore ring adopts a distinct structure (purple). (**c**,**d**) Magnified views (24 × 24 nm^2^) of the SR-CCR interfaces indicate their structural changes. The channel, enclosed by the connecting filaments (arrows) in the native NPC (**c**), is blocked in the ActD-NPC (**d**).](ncomms8532-f4){#f4}

![Schematic model of the NPC architecture and gating.\
The scaffold of the NPC is depicted in cyan and the NE in dark grey. The NPR and linker structures between the ring moieties are illustrated in light grey. FG domains at the NPR construct a repulsive entropic barrier (blue wavy lines), which collapses on interaction with cargo--receptor complexes (depicted as green and purple circles, respectively). The selective phase within the central pore (red wavy lines) exhibits an ordered architecture that is structurally altered during transport.](ncomms8532-f5){#f5}
